
MARS Executive Committee Meeting I 
Friday, June 27, 2008 

Anaheim CA, Disney’s Paradise Pier, San Diego Room, 2:00pm - 4:00pm 
DRAFT MINUTES 

 
 
Present: 
Executive Committee Members: 
Mary Mintz, Chair; Rosemary Meszaros, Vice Chair; Kathleen Kern, Past Chair; Kelley 
Lawton, Member at Large; Carolyn Strickland, Member at Large;  Shannon Jones, Web 
Coordinator.  
 
Committee and Task Force Chairs and Representatives: 
Nancy Cunningham, Alex Hodges, Jim Langan, Carolyn Larson, Naomi Lederer, Bill 
McHugh, Dianna McKellar, Alesia McManus, Kathryn Millis, Marilyn Ochoa, Doris Ann 
Sweet. 
 
 
Introductions 
 
Mary Mintz began the meeting by asking attendees to introduce themselves. 
 
 
Announcements 
--Mary thanked Jim Langan for shouldering the responsibility of planning happy hour, 
and for taking on responsibilities for the Outreach Committee in Stephanie Graves’ 
absence. 
--Marilyn Ochoa (incoming Secretary) will take minutes in Laurie’s absence.  
--Mary will postpone approval of minutes until the Executive Committee meeting on 
Monday. 
--Mary announced that Pat Reisenman has stepped down as MARS Historian and 
acknowledged her contributions. 
--The Scheduling Coordinator position will be discussed on Monday.   
 
 

Review of Agenda 
 
RUSA MARS meetings were described by chairs.  Mary reminded everyone that the last 
part of the Tuesday’s Executive Committee meeting would be a combined meeting with 
the RSS Executive Committee.  MARS will take minutes and Mary will chair. 
 
Mary Popp was selected as this year’s My Favorite Martian.  Unfortunately, she is 
having surgery and won’t be able to attend.  Mary Mintz will accept the award on Mary 
Popp’s behalf.  Mary Mintz will send a card and a Harry and David basket before July 8.  
No contributions are necessary. 
 



Program announcements 
 
The MARS Hot Topics Session on Saturday at 10:30am (Disneyland Hotel Magic 
Kingdom 4), “Finding the Pod People” will have three speakers live and one coming in 
asynchronously from UCLA.  Mary applauded Hot Topics for employing technologies 
and tools that are discussed in hot topics discussion (e.g. Skype was used at a previous 
conference). 
 
User Access to Services Committee is planning for a MidWinter 2009 discussion forum.   
 
The Virtual Reference Discussion session will be on Saturday 4:00-5:30pm.  The 
discussion will focus on virtual worlds, user expectations, and virtual reference tools. 
 
The Virtual Reference Committee program, “Please talk to strangers online,” will be 
Monday from 10:30-noon at the Hyatt, Grand Ballroom B-D. 
 
The Chair’s Program, “What is future of face to face reference” will follow My Favorite 
Martian award on Sunday, 1:30-noon, Hyatt, Grand Ballroom A. 
 
Carolyn Larson announced that Chris Cieslak is creating a special RUSA wiki site for 
presentations at ALA.  It would be a central location for conference information.  He is 
asking that Powerpoint slides be sent to RUSA for inclusion in the site.  Shannon Jones 
suggested that this move could be problematic since the link may not be easy to find 
later. 
 
There have been some personnel changes at RUSA. Donovan Vicha has moved to 
ASLA.  Chris Cieslak will replace Donovan, for 2 months.  Eileen Hardy has left RUSA 
to work with ALA Governance.  RUSA has been without a marketing director for some 
time.  A replacement has been hired from the Bicycle Association but is not on yet on 
board.   
 
RUSA received a membership report.  Membership in ALA has increased 3%, but 7 of 
10 divisions have dropped in membership. Dave Tyckoson indicated nonrenewal to 
RUSA seemed to be due to economic problems, such as the expense of travel, or 
perhaps an aging membership.  He is concerned that membership may continue to 
drop.  Within RUSA, all but STARS dropped. The Executive Committee meetings on 
Monday and Tuesday will include a discussion of MARS membership.  Mary Mintz 
encouraged everyone to promote MARS and our programs. 
 
Shannon reported briefly on website issues, and will report more fully on Monday. 
-- ALA announced the website redesign before Annual and implemented some portions. 
Some posted items went missing on the site.   
--Shannon has not received all committee program documents.  She described 
problems with the schedule not being consistent as well as problems with posting 
because of the ALA tool.  She reverted to blog for MARS as an alternative during this 
transition.   



--In the next few months she will help Keisha Garnett as new co-web administrator, to 
migrate MARS site to new ALA template.  They will work to create a better file system; 
they expect some broken links while this migration takes place. Many committee pages 
may only have rosters available.  Shannon hopes that after she contacts chairs and 
creates guidelines, the individual committee pages will provide more information/content 
about the committee, both for the committee and for those interested in joining to 
improve membership.  Shannon hopes to add a Flickr page, especially since the ALA 
tool does not load HTML and other usual pages correctly.  She is setting up a gmail 
account for the web coordinators to improve communication. 
 
Discussion:  Naomi Lederer asked if ALA was working on improving the speed of ALA 
site.  Shannon will inquire with the CMS managers.   Mary Mintz thanked Shannon for 
her creative solutions.  Mary announced some information from a RUSA report dated 
June 17 from Chris Cieslak:  New pages and templates will include CSS and XHTML, 
accessibility validation, and proper display.  All pages are expected to follow these 
standards.  After Annual (August 31) RUSA pages are expected to change.  There is a 
plan to replace ALA Communities with ALA Connect.  
Nancy Cunningham asked about what to announce to program attendees about 
handouts.  Shannon indicated that the handouts will be available on the MARS site. 
 
Carolyn Larson announced that the Publications Committee hopes to get the guidelines 
for MARS website approved at MidWinter 2009.  She distributed the proposed 
guidelines including some sample pages.  Not all committees will have all of the 
elements, but these seem to be the most common, with descriptive statements and links 
to the MARS Handbook. There will be more discussion of these changes on Monday.  
Other elements include links to roster (protected), a minutes section, and perhaps draft 
meeting agendas.  They are considering use of open or closed committee wikis.  The 
consensus of group is that the template seems to be good.  It was suggested that the 
wikis might include contact information for comments or for getting further information.  
Mary reminded everyone that a wiki was used by the planning committee for the 
MARS/RSS Preconference.  Naomi Lederer asked why we would display a wiki if no 
comments can be made.  She felt that if it could be problematic if someone wanted to 
interact with the committee(s) on the wiki.  Shannon reported that people can make 
comments to a pbwiki account.  Shannon asked if we can link all wikis from a single 
MARS conference page and have individual committee pages with links as well.  
Carolyn will return on Monday or Tuesday with more information.   
 
Rosemary Meszaros likes Products and Services committee roster and volunteer form 
with the display of wiki and membership form links in two separate paragraphs.  
Committee chairs reported that some rosters are not password protected.  Shannon will 
investigate.  Chairs might need to remove text that says they are that are currently 
linked to RUSA not MARS roster pages. We might need to remove the statement saying 
it is password protected.  Some of these problems still remain from Kathleen Kern’s 
time as chair.  Privacy issue needs to be addressed by ALA.  Pubic libraries treat 
librarians differently and do not add librarians’ names to contact pages. Shannon thinks 



that migrating MARS Handbook into a wiki may be an easier interface to use and to 
maintain. They will need an account to make changes. 
 
 
New Chair Orientation 
 
Rosemary Meszaros passed out the chair’s checklist and her goals for MARS.  
 
There are only five MARS goals for this year.   
Recruitment – There are currently 1800 MARS members but as an organization, we 
need to recruit more to get new blood and ideas.   Rosemary asked chairs to verify 
committee rosters, review committee charges and any new projects.  We can consider 
discussion forums as an alternative to programs which require longer planning time.  
She would like to encourage members join MARS-L, and be more aggressive in putting 
more material on the web for potential and current members.  There is also a budget of 
$50 for postage, which we could use to contact members.  If we need more money she 
can get it for committees as needed, simply contact Rosemary.meszaros@wku.edu. 
 
Archives - Archives is important as Pat Riesenman leaves as historian.  We need to 
maintain the MARS institutional memory.  Rosemary would like to look for alternatives 
for maintaining files, perhaps consider scanning.  Mary Mintz began looking at this 
issue, but it has not been resolved. 
 
Virtual meetings - Consider turning to more virtual committees and meeting, look to 
distributing training modules.  Many members can’t afford to travel to meetings, and we 
don’t want to lose their participation. ALA may be considering one annual and more 
virtual meetings.   
 
Continuing education – Focus on leading edge technologies and experts along with the 
need to share with colleagues. 
 
Assessment – Continue follow-up from SWOT analysis.  
 
Nancy Cunningham raised questions about procedures and passing information on to 
new chairs, especially since Eileen Hardy is no longer in the RUSA Office.  She has a 
co-chair for Hot Topics and has created a “how to” document on setting up Hot Topics 
programs for incoming chairs.  She is concerned that chairs will not receive timely 
information about completing forms to requests rooms, etc., especially with ALA’s strict 
deadlines.  Mary said that the Scheduling Coordinator position will be discussed on 
Monday or Tuesday.  At MidWinter Buff Hirko asked each committee member to fill out 
form individually.  The Scheduler may need to package that information and send to the 
web administrator.  Kathleen Kern stated that equipment requests are not usually 
handled by the Scheduling Coordinator.  The job is not that complicated but needs to be 
considered.  Doris Ann Sweet may want to make a recommendation.  Mary Mintz 
recommends that the “how to” guidelines for committee chairs be sent to Rosemary 
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Meszaros as a recommendation and included in the Handbook as an appendix.  It 
should be part of the wiki so new chairs can contribute to it.  
Action item:  Nancy Cunningham will send the document to Shannon and other chairs. 
 
Additions to the agenda 
 
Mary Mintz thanked Shannon Jones for staying on for another year to assist Keshia 
Garnett.  With 2 Web Coordinators, we can align processes.  Mary also thanked Pat 
Riesenman for her exceptions service as MARS Historian.  Mary thanked Alesia 
McManus for her work as co-chair of the preconference. 
 
The Section review and the report of the Continuing Education Task Force will be 
discussed at Monday and Tuesday meetings. 
 
Mary Mintz presented several draft resolutions.  Kathleen Kern recommended that they 
be reviewed at this meeting, with a vote on Monday or Tuesday.  The group agreed to 
postpone the discussion and vote until Monday or Tuesday. 
 
The Monday Executive Committee meeting will be very busy, and is scheduled for only 
two hours because of the Virtual Reference Services program.  Committee members 
should look at the Continuing Education Task Force report, in preparation for votes on 
its recommendations.  The Section Review document is also on the agenda, but will first 
be discussed in the Planning Committee. 
 
 
Preconference Planning 
The planning committee for the next MARS/RSS preconference will meet Sunday 4:00-
5:30.  MARS members on the committee are Nancy Cunningham (co-chair), Jim 
Langan, and Sam Stormont.  Nancy asked about the timing of planning because there 
seemed to be a discrepancy with the Handbook and with the reality of planning.  Will 
MARS be planning for a preconference every two years?  Is the current committee 
planning this year and for next year?  Alex Hodges and Nancy Cunningham will discuss 
this further. 
 
Kathleen Kern recommended that MARS verify the status of the preconference at 
RUSA Planning and Finance.  The preconference is an assumed item in budget.  Past 
experience shows that the program can be successfully planned in a year.  Jaclyn 
Bedoya will be the RSS co-chair. The Preconference Committee is not a standing 
committee, so there is no succession planning.  It serves like a task force for one year.   
 
The preconference proposal form needs to be submitted by the end of this conference, 
followed soon by the budget request.  The RUSA Conference Program Coordinating 
Committee reviews the proposal.  It isn’t clear if the proposal could be submitted post 
conference.  Rates for attendance are based on member, non-professional, and student 
designations, and include lunch in the cost.  It was recommended that the budget form 
be in the preconference planning committee wiki.  



 
Mary Mintz reported that the MARS Preconference had the highest attendance of those 
this Annual at 100 participants. 
 
A question was raised about whether the chair of the MARS Chairs Program should 
attend the RUSA Conference Planning meetings, in addition to the MARS 
representative, or share responsibility.  Kelley Lawton will go to this coming meeting.  
The MARS representative serves for two years, but there are two chair’s program 
committees during that period.  We need to work this out so that the chair of the MARS 
Chair’s Program matches up better.  Alex Hodges and Nancy Cunningham will meet up 
about this.  Kelley will go to understand what is going on for when she chairs 
Rosemary’s program. Whoever attends needs to be aware of the Chair’s Program 
proposal and the Preconference proposal.   
 
 
Meeting adjourned at 3:59 PM.   
Minutes submitted by Marilyn Ochoa 
 


